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Switzerland, such as most of the other countries which are part of the Paris agreement,
decided to reduce GHG emissions to zero by 2050. The ambition of net-zero GHG
emission across all industrial sectors can only be achieved by rapid decarbonization and
the deployment of negative emission technologies to compensate residual emissions
from for example agriculture. In the scope of this work, the proof of technology of a
negative emission value chain at industrial scale in the concrete sector is presented. The
core of the system is a mineralization technology, which fixes biogenic CO2 permanently
as calcium carbonate in concrete aggregate. In addition, the net-negativity in terms
of GHG emissions and environmental burdens beyond these are quantified in a Life
Cycle Assessment (LCA). It could be shown that an industrial-scale mineral carbonation
process can be seamlessly integrated in today’s concrete recycling processes and that
it can process relevant amounts of concrete aggregate while storing on average 7.2 kg
CO2 per ton of concrete aggregate. Moreover, material tests revealed that the carbonated
concrete aggregate fulfills the same service as the regular one—thus no significant effects
on the concrete properties could be observed. The LCA shows that every processing
step requires materials and energy, and thus generates associated emissions. However,
from a cradle to gate perspective, the carbon removal efficiency is 93.6%. Thus, 1,000 kg
of CO2 stored generate 64 kg of CO2 -eq. emissions. Furthermore, it could be shown that
biogas upgrading can supply sufficient amounts of CO2 until 2030 in Switzerland. From
2030 on, more and more CO2 from other emission sources, such as waste incineration,
need to be utilized to exploit the full potential of the value chain, which is going to be
560 kt of negative CO2 emissions in Switzerland in 2050, corresponding to 30% of the
projected demand within the national borders.
Keywords: negative emission technologies (NET), concrete, CO2 mineralization, concrete carbonation, carbon
sink, life cycle assessment (LCA), construction
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1. INTRODUCTION

et al., 2019; Kober et al., 2019; Teske et al., 2019; Zhang
et al., 2020). Today, main sources for such biogenic waste are
agriculture and wastewater treatment plants. It is commonly
agreed that, because this CO2 was initially removed from the
atmosphere as a result of biomass growth, its release within a
short time span does not contribute to the long-term radiative
forcing of the atmosphere (Levasseur et al., 2010; Wiloso et al.,
2016; Lueddeckens et al., 2020). Globally, 30 Gigatonnes of
concrete have been used in 2020 (van Oss, 2021), and due to
growing economies after the Second World War, amounts of
available demolition concrete are rising quickly. As a result, CO2
mineralization in RCA could—depending on its actual negative
emission effect—represent an important CDR option. As for any
CDR option, also the environmental performance of carbonating
RCA must be evaluated from a life-cycle perspective before largescale implementation (Goglio et al., 2020; Terlouw et al., 2021).
The method at hand for this purpose is Life Cycle Assessment
(LCA), which is used to quantify a comprehensive set of
environmental indicators of products and services, considering
their production, use, and end-of-life (Guinée and Lindeijer,
2002; Arvanitoyannis, 2008). Some of the environmental impacts
of the concrete sector (Worrell et al., 2001; Miller and Moore,
2020) as well as its role on a national pathway toward carbonneutrality (Obrist et al., 2021) have been analyzed. Also various
potentially environmentally beneficial production and recycling
pathways have been examined by means of LCA already (Knoeri
et al., 2013; Gursel et al., 2014; Vieira et al., 2016; Hafez et al.,
2019; Zhang et al., 2019; Colangelo et al., 2020; Farina et al.,
2020). However, to the best of our knowledge we present the
first LCA of carbonated RCA potentially acting as negative
emission technology.

Limiting global warming to 1.5–2 degrees requires substantial
and fast reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in
basically all economic sectors (Tollefson, 2018; Allen et al.,
2018). Several countries and economic regions have announced
the goal of “carbon neutrality” by around mid of this century
the European Union and Switzerland among them (RungeMetzger, 2018; Geden and Schenuit, 2019; Geden et al., 2019;
Kirchner, 2020). However, it is virtually impossible to eliminate
GHG emissions entirely from some economic activities, such as
agriculture, and it is also very likely that in the long term some
industrial processes will cause “residual emissions”, which cannot
be reduced to zero (Allen et al., 2018; Waisman et al., 2019).
Therefore, so-called “negative emission technologies” (NET) or
“carbon dioxide removal” (CDR) options become important.
Such NET or CDR options permanently remove carbon dioxide
from the atmosphere they act as carbon sinks and allow for
compensation of residual GHG emissions, therefore enabling
“net-zero” GHG emissions without actually reducing overall
antrophogenic GHG emissions to zero (Van Vuuren et al., 2013;
Rogelj et al., 2015; Geden and Schenuit, 2019; Geden et al., 2019;
Kirchner, 2020). Model-based evaluations of energy scenarios
have shown that reaching the 1.5 degree goal will be almost
impossible without implementing NETs at scale (Gasser et al.,
2015; Van Vuuren et al., 2017, 2018; Creutzig et al., 2019;
Fuhrman et al., 2019). Without NET in place, drastic reductions
of energy demand and consumption in general would be required
(Grubler et al., 2018).
A broad set of CDR options could be employed the most
frequently discussed ones are afforestation and reforestation,
biochar, soil carbon sequestration, enhanced weathering, ocean
fertilization, Bioenergy with Carbon Capture and Storage
(BECCS) and Direct Air Carbon Capture and Storage (DACCS)
(Fuss et al., 2018; Minx et al., 2018). All of them have their specific
merits, but can also face certain obstacles and implementation
barriers - be it due to high costs, land, water (Rosa et al., 2020a,b)
or energy use, or unknown potentially harmful side-effects
(Anderson and Peters, 2016; Fajardy and Mac Dowell, 2017; Fuss
et al., 2018; Nemet et al., 2018; Bednar et al., 2019). To generate
negative emission of the required scale, a portfolio of CDR
options - each suitable for specific regional conditions—needs
to be deployed and the corresponding obstacles in their value
chains have to be addressed and overcome. A CDR option largely
overlooked so far is related to the construction sector, which
itself constitutes a large source of GHG emissions (CEMSUISSE,
2020; Miller and Moore, 2020): pilot and demonstration projects
have shown that recycled concrete aggregate (RCA) can be
carbonated, i.e., it can mineralize CO2 , when it is exposed to a
concentrated CO2 stream.1 This mineralized CO2 is permanently
fixed and if the CO2 is of biogenic origin, carbonating RCA
results in a negative emission technology. Biogenic CO2 is easily
available when biogas, the output of anaerobic digestion of
biogenic waste, is “upgraded” to methane by removing the CO2
fraction, which is commonly between 30 and 45% (Angelidaki

1.1. CO2 Mineralization in the Concrete
Sector
Mineralization of CO2 in concrete is a reaction which occurs
in concrete structures that are exposed to a CO2 source,
e.g., ambient air. More precisely, the carbonation reaction
takes place in the pore water. This phenomenon, termed
natural carbonation, reduces the pH of concrete, thus triggering
corrosion of reinforced steel bars—and then determining the
end of life of structural concrete. For this reason, carbonation
of concrete structures was intensively studied in the past. The
thickness of the carbonated layer increases with exposure time,
CO2 partial pressure and diffusivity of CO2 within the pore
network of the cement matrix (Lagerblad, 2005; Leemann and
Moro, 2017). The diffusivity of CO2 depends on the water
saturation of the concrete’s pore network. A relative humidity
range of 50 to 70% was identified to provide the ideal pore
water saturation for a fast progression of carbonation. Based on
these relationships, models have been developed which have been
experimentally validated (Papadakis et al., 1989, 1991).
In the last decade, CO2 mineralization in concrete during
the concrete batching phase (Monkman et al., 2016; Meyer
et al., 2018), natural carbonation throughout the service life
of a concrete structure and at the end of life (Leemann and
Hunkeler, 2016) gained attention since they are viewed as options

1 https://fastcarb.fr/en/home/
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to mitigate part of the concrete’s climate impact. A group of
researchers made a model based attempt to determine the global
annual CO2 fixed by natural carbonation. They estimate that
43% of the global annual amount of calcination emissions are
mitigated by natural carbonation (Xi et al., 2016). However, other
researchers experimentally studied the degree of carbonation
at end-of-life concrete structures and determined that 3.6%
(Birolini, 2019) to 10% (Leemann and Hunkeler, 2016) of the
process based cement manufacturing emissions are reabsorbed,
thus questioning the conclusions drawn by Xi et al. (2016).
After concrete structures are dismantled and broken into
concrete aggregate, they can undergo accelerated carbonation
that fixes even more CO2 . The principles of accelerated
carbonation and of natural carbonation are the same—with the
difference that accelerated carbonation processes may profit of
increased CO2 partial pressures. Furthermore, Seidemann et al.
(2015) identified that a temperature increase from 25 to 50◦ C
can increase the CO2 uptake within a processing time of 3–
9 h by a factor of 3 to 10. As a concluding step, Seidemann
et al. (2015); Xuan et al. (2016) assessed the performance of
carbonated concrete aggregate incorporated in fresh concrete.
They measured an increase of the 28-day compressive strength
of concrete, in case the RCA had been carbonated prior to
its incorporation.
So far, research and development in accelerated carbonation
has mainly focused on lab-scale activities. Results are promising,
and have motivated an academic and industrial consortium
of partners, namely the clean tech company neustark AG, the
concrete recycling facility Kästli Bau AG in collaboration with
the concrete plant Frischbeton Rubigen AG, the waste water
treatment and biogas upgrading plant Ara Region Bern AG
in collaboration with ETH Zurich, to demonstrate a negative
emission value chain at scale in the scope of the RECARB2
project. For this purpose, all components of the value chain,
namely the CO2 supply chain as well as the mineralization
technology were constructed and operated—and the use of the
material in concrete was tested.

The CO2 mineralization value chain (red box, Figure 1) consists
of the liquefaction, transport and evaporation of CO2 as well as of
the CO2 mineralization plant. The process is embedded into the
concrete recycling and reuse value chain. The two components
of major relevance for the overall system are the operation of
the CO2 mineralization plant and the effect of carbonation on
concrete mix designs. All other components of the value chain
have been in commercial use since many years. Hence, lab-scale
experiments were conducted to investigate the phenomenology
of the carbonation process, particularly the effect of grain size
and processing time. Moreover, an industrial scale mineralization
plant was designed, constructed and operated to demonstrate
the technology in a relevant industrial setting. Finally, the
carbonated RCA was incorporated in fresh concrete to investigate
potential effects of carbonation on the quality of the concrete
mix design.

2.1. Experimental
RCA is concrete crushed into the size of aggregate and
sand. It contains gravel and sand surrounded by cement
paste. Two different types of concrete aggregate were used.
At lab-scale, 80 liters of concrete (composition according
to Supplementary Table 1) were batched by Swiss Federal
Laboratories for Material Sciences and Technology (EMPA). In
order to mimic RCA, the hardened concrete was crushed, sieved
into size fractions and stored in airtight containers until it was
used in the experiments.
The daily demand of 120 tons RCA for the industrial scale
mineralization plant was supplied by commercially available RCA
at the concrete plant Kästli. The origin and composition of this
material is unknown, but it is very likely that the concrete was
produced with Ordinary Portland cement (CEM I) (Jacobs, 2011)
and that it is 60–80 years old. Hence, the same composition for
both RCA types was assumed. The material was stored outdoors
and weathered in stockpiles for a period of several summer
months before it was carbonated in the mineralization plant.
Industrial grade liquefied CO2 (Pangas, >99.5% CO2 )
sourced from bottles and a CO2 semitrailer was used for the
experimental campaigns at lab and industrial scale, respectively.
The liquefaction step itself reduces the level of impurities. These
remaining impurities are typically oxygen, nitrogen and methane,
which act as inert gases and thus have no influence on the process
of concrete carbonation.
A lab scale setup was designed and constructed to conduct the
laboratory tests. The core of the lab setup is a 850 ml reactor,
which can be sealed gas tight. The reactor has a gas inlet at the
bottom and a gas outlet at the top. In addition, the reactor is
placed on a scale.
The mineralization plant uses two reactor containers with a
total volume of 34 m3 . One of the reactor containers is placed on
a 40 t container balance. The gas injection rate and the gas outlet
flow rate of the mineralization plant are measured by a gas flow
meter. In addition, the gas outlet concentration is measured by a
gas analysis device.

1.2. Scope of This Work
Our analysis primarily answers the questions whether carbonated
RCA using biogenic CO2 can indeed deliver negative GHG
emissions from a technological and life-cycle perspective, i.e.,
whether it can permanently remove CO2 from the atmosphere,
and what the driving factors determining the amount of potential
CO2 removal are. Furthermore, we quantify the effect of using
carbonated RCA in concrete on the environmental performance
of such concrete compared to virgin concrete and concrete made
of standard RCA. We also discuss the main driving forces behind
the uptake of CO2 and options to increase uptake rates in the
future by improved process design. Finally, we estimate the
overall amount of potential CO2 removal, which could be enabled
by this NET in Switzerland, as well as globally, based on current
and future figures on concrete recycling and available appropriate
sources of biogenic CO2 .
2 Swiss

FOEN environmental technology promotion project 2019 with the aim to
demonstrate CO2 mineralization in RCA at scale.
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FIGURE 1 | System boundaries of the functional units 1 kg of RCA that are carbonated and 1 m3 of concrete of a specific strength class. Material flows and
processes of the virgin concrete (VC) system, the recycling concrete (RC) system and the carbonated recycling concrete (C-RC) system.

2.2. Methods

2.3. Raw Data and Performance Indicators

At the beginning of every lab scale experiment, the setup was
filled with a few 100 g of RCA. The 850 ml reactor was sealed
air tight and the gas inlet and outlet pipes were connected.
The experiments were conducted at 20◦ C and ambient pressure.
At time zero, the gas inlet flow was set at 500 mg of CO2
per minute and reduced stepwise to 50, 25, 12 and 6 mg of
CO2 per minute. This procedure was followed to minimize
the amount of gas exiting the reactor. The weight of the
material was measured as a function of time. After 72 h, the
gas flow was switched off, the material discharged and the
experiment completed.
At industrial scale, a five axles truck loaded the empty reactor
container with a hook and traveled to the RCA stock pile. The
roof of the container was opened and a wheel loader heaved
approximately 20 t of RCA into the reactor container. The roof
was closed again and the truck traveled back to the terminal
and placed the container on a 40 t balance. The CO2 inlet and
outlet pipes were connected and the amount of material was
measured on the balance. CO2 was injected for 2 h, while the
change in mass of the RCA was recorded by the balance to
quantify the uptake of CO2 . The initial CO2 injection rate of
180 kg CO2 per hour was stepwise reduced such that the rate
of CO2 mineralization was similar to the CO2 feed rate. The
carbonation experiment was conducted at ambient temperature
and pressure. After 2 h, the injection was stopped and the RCA
was discharged.

The amount of CO2 injected can be calculated as:

Frontiers in Climate | www.frontiersin.org
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mCO
in

=

Z

0

tend

CO2
Fin (t)yin
dt

(1)

2
where mCO
in is the total amount of CO2 fed into the reactor, at a
CO2
gas inlet flow rate Fin and a CO2 mole fraction of yin
; t is the
experimental time. The amount of CO2 leaving the system can be
calculated as:
Z tend
CO2
2
mCO
Fout (t)yout
(t)dt
(2)
out =

0

2
where mCO
out is the total amount of CO2 exiting the reactor
through the exiting gas stream, Fout the gas outlet flow rate and
CO2
yout
the CO2 mole fraction in the exiting gas stream. Moreover,
when the RCA is discharged from the reactor containers, the
2
residual CO2 (mCO
res ) in the void space ǫ in-between the particles
is lost during to the atmosphere; the corresponding amount is
calculated as:

2
mCO
res =

void
ǫVR pMCO2 yCO
2

RT

(3)

where VR is the reactor volume, p the pressure of the gas phase,
void the CO mole fraction in the
MCO2 the molar mass of CO2 , yCO
2
2
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by this technology, will be discussed. To this end, we use the wellestablished method of Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), which aims
at quantifying the environmental burdens generated along the
entire life cycle—production, use, and end-of-life—of products
and services (Guinée and Lindeijer, 2002; Arvanitoyannis, 2008).
These burdens (i.e., emissions to air, water bodies, and soil as
well as resource consumption) are quantified with reference to a
functional unit (FU) to provide a common basis for comparison
between different products. The environmental burdens are
characterized against indicators that represent damages borne
by mid- (e.g., Global Warming) and endpoint (e.g., Human
health) recipients, respectively, via cause-effect pathways (e.g.,
from the emission of a greenhouse gas to the radiative forcing
of the atmosphere). Within a product system in an LCA, socalled foreground and background data are distinguished. While
foreground data represent energy and material flows as well
as emissions associated to the product (chain) investigated,
background data represent those exchanges associated with
material and energy supply chains not directly investigated, but
still relevant, e.g., steel supply for the construction of trucks used
for the transport of concrete aggregate. The foreground system
and data are discussed in the following sub-sections; as source
of background data we use the ecoinvent database, version v3.6,
system model “allocation, cut-off by classification” (Wernet et al.,
2016).

void space of the particles during the discharge of the material,
R the ideal gas constant and T the temperature. The amount of
2
CO2 stored in one batch of material is mCO
stored :
CO2
CO2
CO2
2
mCO
stored = min − mout − mres.

(4)

In order to make results better comparable and to mitigate
the effect of different material loadings in the reactor, the CO2
CO2
mineralized per unit of concrete aggregate ωRCA
is determined as:
CO2
ωRCA
=

2
mCO
stored

mRCA
in

(5)

where mRCA
in is the mass of RCA filled into the reactor. Moreover,
CO2
the CO2 storage efficiency ηstored
can be calculated as:
CO2
ηstored
=

2
mCO
stored
2
mCO
in

(6)

2.4. Concrete Tests
Part of the RCA was used to test the performance of the
carbonated RCA with respect to the non-carbonated RCA in
concrete mix designs. For this reason, concrete mix designs
with a RCA content of 40% and a cement content of 280, 295
and 315 kg of tpye CEM II B were batched in a 40 liter labscale mixer and a 3.5 m3 industrial scale mixer according to SN
EN 206. The properties related to strain (SN EN 12350) were
measured. Afterwards, the concrete was molded into cubes and
cured according to SN EN 12390-2. The compressive strength
(SN EN 12390-3), the density (SN EN 12390-7) and the Young’s
modulus (SN EN 12390-13) were measured at day 28 in an
external, certified laboratory.3

3.1.1. Negative Emission Value Chain
3.1.1.1. RCA Production
Figure 1 visualizes the negative CO2 emission chain we
investigate by means of LCA. Old concrete infrastructure such
as buildings and bridges are dismantled and the demolition
concrete is transported to a concrete recycling facility in the
vicinity. There, the demolition concrete is crushed into recycling
concrete aggregate (RCA) of a specific grain size distribution.
Reinforcing steel as well as non-mineral light weight materials
such as wood and plastics are sorted out.

3. METHOD AND DATA FOR THE LIFE
CYCLE ASSESSMENT

3.1.1.2. CO2 Supply

The ISO standards (International Organization for
Standardization, 2006a,b) define LCA in terms of goal and
scope, life cycle inventory, life cycle impact assessment and
interpretation of the results. This work follows the regulatory
framework. Moreover, a specific guideline for LCA about CCS
and CCU technologies can be found elsewhere (Müller et al.,
2020a).

The CO2 for the mineralization of the RCA comes from a
biogenic source such as a wastewater treatment plant. These
plants often produce biogas, consisting mainly of methane and
carbon dioxide. To increase the calorific value of biogas, biogas
upgrading is conducted whereby CO2 is removed (Angelidaki
et al., 2019), which is normally released to the atmosphere. In
case of mineralization, the CO2 is collected, liquefied, temporarily
stored and finally transported to the mineralization plant located
at the concrete recycling facility. This LCA only considers
biogenic CO2 from biomass waste, or more precisely from the
upgrade of biogas generated via anaerobic digestion of biogenic
waste. In line with the background LCA database, this biogenic
waste is supplied free of environmental burdens, since those are
assigned to the service of treating this waste, or in other words to
the agricultural sector generating this waste.

3.1. Goal and Scope
The main aim of this paper is to investigate the negative emission
potential of a CO2 mineralization value chain in the concrete
sector. The environmental performance of the negative emission
value chain, which has been demonstrated in the RECARB4
project at scale, will be critically assessed. In addition, results will
be extrapolated to the Swiss concrete sector, and the evolution of
the current, near- and long-term sink capacity, which is generated

3.1.1.3. Mineralization of CO2

3 https://baustofflabor.ch/

Two mineralization containers filled with RCA are transported
next to the process center. The CO2 inlet pipe and the gas

4 Swiss

FOEN environmental technology promotion project 2019 with the aim to
demonstrate CO2 mineralization in RCA at scale.
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3. The removed gases are stored away from the atmosphere in a
manner intended to be permanent.
4. The CO2 reacts with the cement phase contained in RCA to
CaCO3 . Even extraordinary environmental conditions such as
acidic rain (Teir et al., 2006) and temperatures of 100◦ C do
not result in a release of the fixed CO2 into the atmosphere
(Villain et al., 2007). The European Court of Justice considers
CO2 mineralized to CaCO3 in one of their sentences as per
permanently stored (Siwior and Bukowska, 2018). Since the
CO2 undergoes a chemical reaction and is fixed as CaCO2
mineral, the concrete aggregate can undergo further recycling
loops or it can be landfilled without releasing the fixed CO2 to
the atmosphere.
5. Upstream and downstream greenhouse gas emissions associated
with the removal and storage process, such as biomass origin,
energy use, gas fate, and co-product fate, are comprehensively
estimated and included in the emission balance.
6. The mineralization process has neither a significant impact on
the upstream nor on the downstream processes, i.e., the use of
the material. Thus, only the emissions of the CO2 value chain
have to be considered, which is the case in our LCA.
7. The total quantity of atmospheric greenhouse gases removed
and permanently stored is larger than the total quantity of
greenhouse gases emitted to the atmosphere
8. To determine whether the value chain is net-negative,
the GHG emissions of the CO2 supply chain and of the
carbonation of RCA have to be smaller than the amount of
biogenic CO2 that can be stored. This evaluation is the core
element of this work.

discharge pipe are attached to the front walls of the containers.
The CO2 tank contains the liquid CO2 which has to be
evaporated before it feeds the two containers for the process
duration (typically 120 min) at a high flow rate. The CO2
reacts with the cement phase of the RCA to yield calcium
carbonate; CO2 uptake is measured. At the end of the process,
the carbonated RCA are stockpiled.

3.1.1.4. Concrete Production
The carbonated RCA is used as sand and gravel substitute for
the production of concrete. According to SN EN 206, concrete
with a secondary aggregate content exceeding 25% is categorized
as recycling concrete. The carbonated RCA exhibits a decreased
porosity and water absorption compared to regular RCA. The
reduction in porosity can be attributed to the formation of
CaCO3 in the pore network, which occupies more space than
the corresponding cement minerals. This effect may alter the
properties of new concrete, which can result in concrete of
increased 28-day compressive strength or Young’s modulus
(Seidemann et al., 2015; Xuan et al., 2016). In such a case,
the clinker content can be reduced compared to conventional
recycling concrete while still complying with the same quality
standards. However, the exact extent of clinker reduction
depends on many factors, among which the quality of the primary
and secondary material, the concrete mix design and the concrete
chemistry. In this work, we demonstrate in a set of material tests
that concrete made from carbonated RCA provides the same
service as concrete made from regular RCA.
In many locations, it is more convenient to use RCA unbound
for instance as a road base material. In the scope of this work, this
use is not considered. However, the negative emission value chain
and thus the associated environmental impacts do not change in
case of different uses.

3.2. Definition of System Boundaries and
Functional Unit
This LCA aims to validate different aspects of the negative
emission value chain. In a first step, the CO2 sink potential
in RCA is analyzed. Thus, 1 kg of RCA carbonated has been
chosen as the functional unit. In a further step, the environmental
performance of CO2 mineralized recycling concrete (C-RC) has
been compared to conventional recycling concrete (RC) and
concrete using primary material, virgin concrete (VC). For this
comparison, the system boundaries are drawn differently and
the functional unit is defined as 1 m3 of concrete of a specific
strength class.
Figure 1 illustrates the system boundaries of the two
functional units, namely in red for 1 kg of carbonated RCA
and in yellow for 1 m3 of concrete. The system boundary of
the functional unit 1 kg of carbonated RCA includes only the
negative emission value chain from the liquefaction of the CO2
to the carbonation of the RCA. Since the carbonated and regular
RCA are chemically identical (less than 1% of difference in their
composition), and (as shown later in this paper, see Figure 4)
fulfill the same service in the downstream processes, a cradle to
gate approach is justified (Müller et al., 2020a).
For the comparison of the three different concrete types the
system boundary encompasses the entire value chain of concrete
production. The systems of the three different concrete types
contain the supply of raw materials such as cement, water,

3.1.2. Positive, Negative and Avoided Emissions
Global climate change mitigation policies rely on a combination
of emission avoidance and negative emissions. Emission
avoidance will allow to reduce the emissions by for example
reducing the demand for clinker through a more efficient
use of cement and concrete (Habert et al., 2020). Although
emission avoidance is of key importance, it will not be sufficient
to reduce emissions to zero. Negative emissions technologies
remove residual emissions from the atmosphere and fix them
permanently. Tanzer and Ramírez (2019) established four
criteria to determine whether a technology leads to negative
CO2 emissions, i.e., permanent removal of CO2 from the
atmosphere. The carbonated RCA process chain must comply
with such criteria:
1. Physical greenhouse gases are removed from the atmosphere.
2. The biogenic CO2 produced in the biogas upgrader and used
for mineralization is normally released as a waste flow into
the atmosphere. With the proposed technology, this CO2 —
originally taken up from the atmosphere by biomass—is
stored in concrete aggregate instead of being released back to
the atmosphere in a short period of time.
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admixtures and aggregate (sand and gravel). The amounts of
the raw materials per unit volume of concrete vary between
the three different concrete types. A certain amount of the
primary material in recycling concrete (RC) and carbonated
recycling concrete (C-RC) is substituted with recycled concrete
aggregates (RCA). The RC and C-RC systems thus encompass
concrete recycling. During this process, reinforcing steel is sorted
out and recycled. For C-RC, the recycled concrete aggregates
are carbonated with biogenic CO2 . The CO2 , which is used
for carbonation, represents a waste flow of biogas upgrading,
which is usually released to the atmosphere. Therefore, in
line with the system model of our background database, its
supply can be considered as “burden-free.” However, the CRC system entails liquefaction, transport and evaporation of
the CO2 and carbonation of RCA. It can be assumed that the
processes after the production of concrete are the same for all
three concrete types, since they exhibit equivalent properties.
Therefore, the transport of the concrete from the concrete
facility to the construction site as well as the construction of
new infrastructure and the use-phase were excluded from the
system boundaries. Also the demolition of old infrastructure was
assumed to be the same for all three concrete types. Furthermore,
it was assumed that the distance from the demolition site to the
concrete recycling facility is the same as to the landfill site. The
transport of demolition concrete was thus excluded from the
system boundary.

between the three co-products using economic allocation. The
allocation factors and the LCI data for the production of 1 kg of
RCA are listed in Supplementary Tables 3, 4, respectively.
RCA is usually stock piled for intermediate storage and
afterwards processed by the mineralization plant. Therefore,
a wheel loader heaves the RCA from the stock pile into
the mineralization container on the truck. The RCA is then
transported to the carbonation plant. After the mineralization
of CO2 , the container with the carbonated aggregates is
transported to the silo where the RCA is temporary stored, to
be used afterwards as sand and gravel substitute in the concrete
production. Then, the truck with the empty container drives back
to the stock pile of RCA, to be filled again. Primary materials and
non-carbonated RCA are also heaved with a wheel loader from
the stock pile into a truck and then transported directly to the silo.
If the mineralization process is well integrated into the existing
value chain of the concrete facility, the additional transport
distance of the carbonated RCA is negligible. It is thus assumed
that the logistic efforts for all sorts of sand and aggregates are the
same. Different concrete facilities were analyzed to estimate an
average transport distance of 1 km for the logistic efforts on site.
A diesel fueled EURO 6 lorry, with a gross vehicle weight above 32
metric tons, transports the aggregates. The carbonation container
is filled with 20 t of RCA. Further, it has been assumed that the
wheel loader, with an hourly diesel consumption of roughly 22
liters, needs 3 min to fill one container.5

3.3. Life Cycle Inventory (LCI)

3.3.2. CO2 Supply
3.3.2.1. Liquefaction

In general, the electricity demand and material input of the
technology and the devices along the CO2 supply chain are
based on the fact sheets of the manufacturers. Transportation
distances were estimated by analyzing different concrete facilities
in Switzerland. The inventory data was first calculated for the
functional unit 1 kg of carbonated RCA, and then extrapolated
to the functional unit 1 m3 of concrete and compared with
the production of conventional recycling concrete and of virgin
concrete. Figure 2 represents a flowchart with material and
energy flows of the negative emission value chain. The single
components of the chain are described in detail in the following
sub-sections. A general modeling choice concerns the end-oflife of the infrastructure of the value chain. This infrastructure
(see Table 1) is made of steel and it can be assumed that
these components are recycled at the end of their lifetimes.
According to the used system model of the ecoinvent database
in the background (Wernet et al., 2016), recycled materials enter
their markets carrying the environmental burdens of recycling
activities per default and therefore, scrapping and recycling does
not have to be specifically taken into account in our inventories.

The electricity consumption of the liquefaction plant needed to
liquefy the CO2 prior to transport is 240 kWh per ton of liquefied
CO2 .6 It is made of 10 tons of stainless steel and contains 55 kg of
the refrigerant R449A.7 A yearly leakage rate of 10% was assumed
which is based on the average leakage rate of refrigerating and air
conditioning units (Koronaki et al., 2012). It was further assumed
that the amount of refrigerant that leaks to the environment is
refilled. Over a lifetime of 20 years, 165 kg of refrigerant are
required, the initial 55 kg plus 110 kg of leaked refrigerant.
The liquefaction plant serves more than one customer.
Therefore, the CO2 output of 270 kg of CO2 per hour was used
to calculate the total amount of CO2 that is liquefied over a plant
lifetime of 20 years. It was assumed that the plant operates 24
h a day, 365 days a year; to take maintenance into account, the
operational hours were reduced by 10%. The amount of stainless
steel and refrigerant needed for the liquefaction plant was divided
by the output of liquefied CO2 per lifetime (42,574 t) to obtain the
specific amount of steel and refrigerant per kg of CO2 . This value
has then been multiplied by the demand of 7.53 g CO2 per kg
RCA to get the amount of steel and refrigerant per kg of RCA.
The inventory data of the liquefaction plant is listed in Table 1.

3.3.1. Supply of RCA
The process of concrete recycling delivers more than one
product or service (i.e., it is an example of joint production):
1) RCA is produced, 2) scrap iron is sorted out, and 3) the
recycling of concrete provides a waste treatment service (Grieder
et al., 2016) (Supplementary Table 2). In Switzerland, concrete
recycling facilities are paid for receiving the demolition concrete.
Consequently, the efforts for recycling the concrete are split
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5 The following ecoinvent data set is used as a proxy: “machine operation, diesel, >=
74.57 kW, steady-state” with a diesel consumption of approximately 20.5 l per hour.
6 Fact sheet CO recovery plant, Hypro Group, 2020.
2
7 The ecoinvent database does not have any data on that specific refrigerant. Thus,
the background data of the refrigerant R134a with approximately the same GWP
(Makhnatch et al., 2017) was used instead.
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FIGURE 2 | Material energy and CO2 flows of the negative emission value chain for the production of 1 kg of carbonated RCA.

TABLE 1 | Life cycle inventory data based on the Ecoinvent data for the main processing steps in respect to the functional unit 1 kg RCA is listed in the table blow.
Location
Liquefaction

Unit

value

[per kg RCA]

Electricity, medium voltage

CH

kWh

1.81E-03

Steel, chromium steel 18/8

GLO

kg

1.77E-06

Metal working, average for chromium steel product manufacturing

GLO

kg

1.77E-06

Refrigerant R134a

GLO

kg

2.92E-08

Steel, chromium steel 18/8

GLO

kg

1.60E-05

Metal working, average for chromium steel product manufacturing

GLO

kg

1.60E-05

Transport, heavy duty truck, diesel, 40t gross weight, 2020, euro-6

CH

tkm

7.53E-05

Electricity, medium voltage

CH

kWh

2.72E-04

Steel, chromium steel 18/8

GLO

kg

3.88E-07

Metal working, average for chromium steel product manufacturing

GLO

kg

3.88E-07

Electricity, medium voltage

CH

kWh

1.33E-04

Steel, low-alloyed

GLO

kg

2.14E-05

Metal working, average for steel product manufacturing

GLO

kg

2.14E-05

CO2 transport and storage

Evaporation

Mineralization

steel or five fourth of a tank are allocated to one concrete
facility. A concrete facility can mineralize on average 120
tons of RCA per day. For the assumed CO2 tank lifetime
of 20 years, a total amount of 626,400 tons of RCA can be
carbonated. Based on that, the amount of steel per kg of RCA
was calculated.
An EURO-6 diesel truck transports the CO2 from the
liquefaction plant to the mineralization plant. The transportation
distance from wastewater treatment plants to concrete facilities
located in different agglomerations were measured and an
average transportation distance of 10 km was determined.
Supplementary Table 5 lists the distances for various Swiss

3.3.2.2. CO2 Storage and Transport
CO2 tanks, which weigh 8 tons each, are used for the storage
and transport of the CO2 . There is one CO2 tank that stays
at the liquefaction plant to be filled with liquid CO2 . The
other CO2 tanks are located at the concrete facilities. As
soon as the mineralization plant runs out of CO2 , CO2 from
a full tank, charged at the liquefaction plant, is supplied.
The CO2 liquefaction operates at a higher CO2 production
rate than the CO2 uptake rate at the mineralization plant.
Consequently, the CO2 tank at the liquefaction plant supplies
CO2 to different concrete facilities. It is assumed that four
concrete facilities share one backup tank. Thus, 10 tons of
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which can be traced back to the heterogeneous nature of the
material both in terms of chemical composition and of particle
size distribution, particle shape and higher water absorption.
Consequently, the cement input has to be increased from 290 to
315 kg/m3 to achieve the same material properties (Marinković
et al., 2010).
As stated above, the mineralization alters the properties of RCA
positively, because it densifies the material (Seidemann et al.,
2015). Depending on the concrete mix design, this can result
in improved physical properties of the corresponding concrete;
as a result less cement is needed (Xuan et al., 2016). For the
concrete facility Frischbeton Rubigen AG, this improvement
could be demonstrated for the concrete type NPK A. The cement
content could be reduced to the regulatory minimum using
carbonated aggregates. But the extent of cement reduction is
subject to significant variations, since concrete plants utilize
different raw materials, different cements and different chemical
admixtures. Therefore, two different recipes were considered for
the carbonated recycling concrete. On the one hand, the worst
case (WC) recipe represents the situation where the concrete
facility uses carbonated RCA in their recycling concrete without
optimizing the concrete mixture. The best case (BC) recipe on
the other hand corresponds to a recipe with carbonated RCA and
with an optimized concrete mixture that allows a reduction of
the cement content to 290 kg/m3 , which is the average amount
that is used for virgin concrete. The concrete recipes of the
three different concrete types (VC, RC, C-RC) are listed in
Supplementary Table 8.

urban areas. The CO2 tank increases the “empty” weight of the
truck.8 The vehicle has a driving mass of 36 tons, with a CO2
load of 20 tons. This corresponds to a load factor of 100% (as
the vehicle only departs when full), which is adjusted to a 50%
average to account for the return trip driven empty.
The inventory data of the CO2 storage and transport
components of the chain is listed in Table 1.

3.3.2.3. Evaporation
For the mineralization, the liquid CO2 has to be evaporated
with a reboiler that is made of 243 kg of chromium steel. It is
assumed that an atmospheric reboiler can be used from March to
October which has an energy consumption of 7.9 kWh per ton
of CO2 .9 From November to February an electric reboiler has to
be used which has a power output of 20 kW and evaporates 180
kg of CO2 per hour. This leads to an electricity consumption of
111.1 kWh per ton of CO2 . From mid-December to mid-January
the concrete plant undergoes annual maintenance, and thus the
reboiler does not operate. Therefore, the electric reboiler runs for
3 months. The evaporation of the CO2 has thus an average energy
consumption of 36 kWh per ton of CO2 . Table 1 summarizes the
inventory data of the evaporation.

3.3.3. Mineralization
The mineralization plant comprises of two mineralization
containers, a process center and some connecting pipes. Each
mineralization container is made of 3.7 tons of low-alloyed steel.
The process center of the mineralization consists of 6 tons of
low-alloyed steel. Based on the power output of the different
devices of the carbonation plant listed in Supplementary Table 6,
a total power output of 2 kW was assumed for the mineralization.
Further, it has been assumed that 120 tons of RCA are carbonated
per day. Table 1 lists the life cycle inventory data of the
mineralizarion plant.
Moreover, the amount of CO2 mineralized per unit of RCA
as well as the CO2 storage efficiency are two main process
performance indicators, which are required to conduct the LCA.
For this purpose, the mineral carbonation plant was operated at
industrial scale for several days to collect this data. The results of
this campaign are reported in the following section.

3.4. Life Cycle Impact Assessment (LCIA)
The impact assessment regarding impacts on climate change
was performed using the indicator Global Warming Potential
with a time horizon of 100 years, calculated according to the
characterization factors provided by the IPCC 2013 (Stocker,
2014). Additional indicators from the environmental footprint
method EF 3.0 (Fazio et al., 2018) were used to quantify
environmental burdens beyond impacts on climate change.

3.5. Projecting Biogenic CO2 Supply and
CO2 Sink Capacities in RCA for Switzerland
In order to quantify the scale of negative emissions, which are
enabled by the proposed value chain until 2050, one has to
determine the sink capacity of demolition concrete over the
upcoming decades and match them with the biogenic CO2
supply. For this reason, projections based on historic data of the
corresponding industrial sectors are made.

3.3.4. Concrete Production
The concrete recipe of the virgin concrete is based on an
ecoinvent data set.10 Based on the recycling concrete recipe of
four different concrete facilities (Supplementary Table 7), a RCA
share of 44% was assumed which corresponds to 860 kg/m3 . It
was further assumed that the remaining 1,095 kg of aggregates
are 64% gravel and 36% sand. The aim of a specific concrete
mix design is to meet characteristics as specified by the standard.
Thus, the objective is to adjust the cement content so that the
physical requirements are met. The use of RCA in concrete can
alter its properties compared to the use of primary aggregate,

3.5.1. Evolution of Amounts of Demolition Concrete
Until 2050
Historical data about concrete demolition is sparse. However, the
historic calcination related CO2 emissions of the Swiss cement
sector are known (Boden et al., 2008). These CO2 emissions
provide the theoretical maximal CO2 storage potential in the
corresponding concrete—since every calcined CaCO3 molecule
can bind one CO2 molecule. This theoretical storage potential
applies, if the cement is fully hydrated, all cement mineral
phases are in solid-liquid equilibrium with the aqueous pore

8 Inventories

generated by “carculator_truck,” a LCA tool for heavy-duty vehicles,
were used to model a diesel-powered truck (Sacchi et al., 2021).
9 Fact sheet Atmosphärischer CO2 Verdampfer, ASCO-Kohlensäure AG 2019.
10 Concrete, high exacting requirements CH| concrete production, for building
construction, with cement CEM II/B.
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start their operation in the North Sea around 2025.11,12 First
feasibility studies have been conducted, which have identified that
a first CO2 capture plant may start its operation at a Swiss waste
incinerator between 2025 and 2030.13 Each facility will generate
on average 50,000 to 100,000 tons of biogenic CO2 per year—
summing up to a total of 1.5 Mt for all Swiss waste incinerators
in 2050.

solution and the carbonation time is sufficient for the CO2 to
diffuse even to the cement minerals deep inside of the particles.
Furthermore, to determine the annual CO2 storage potential in
Swiss demolition concrete until 2050, an average service life of
a concrete structure of 80 years is assumed. Switzerland has no
significant cement trade surplus or deficit (CEMSUISSE, 2020),
thus the reported emissions correspond to cement which was
afterwards used in concrete within the Swiss national borders.
Further, Portland Cement of type 1 with a clinker content of 95%
was the main cement type used in the twentieth century (Worrell
et al., 2001). To translate the emissions into a concrete output
and into amounts of demolition concrete, the RCA composition
of the Kästli RCA was assumed to be the same as the one of
EMPA, as listed in Supplementary Table 1. Since the objective
is to capture future trends, rather than to make very accurate
projections, we assumed that the amounts of demolition concrete
are constant until 2025, then they grow linearly (see Figure 9).

3.5.2.3. Direct Air Capture
Other than biogas upgraders and waste incinerators, the capacity
of DAC is not limited by current point source emissions, which
are projected to experience no significant growth in the future.
The limitations in DAC are rather related to the access to carbon
lean heat and electricity (Deutz and Bardow, 2021).

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The results of the lab tests and of the industrial demonstration are
presented in this section. They provide input data for the LCA
and confirm the key assumptions which have been made.

3.5.2. Evolution of Biogenic CO2 Sources Until 2050
The three main CO2 sources for negative emission technologies
in Switzerland are biogas upgrading, waste incineration and
direct air capture (DAC).

4.1. Phenomenology of Experiments
The results of the lab-scale carbonation experiments are reported
in Figure 3. Since particle size plays an important role in
carbonation processes, the cumulative mass based particle size
distribution of the 0–16 mm RCA after crushing is shown in
Figure 3A. One can see, that 50 wt.% of the particles are in the
0–4 mm size fraction, whereas the remaining 50 wt. % are in
the 4 to 16 mm size fraction. Figure 3B shows the CO2 uptake
of the 0 to 16 mm size fraction (black bold line) in g CO2 per
kg of RCA as a function of the carbonation time. At time zero,
when the CO2 injection starts, the 0 to 16 mm RCA experiences
a rapid increase in mass, reaching 11.5 g CO2 per kg RCA after
2 h and 15.7 g of CO2 per kg RCA after 8 h. As the carbonation
progresses, the rate of CO2 mineralization decreases, exhibiting
a CO2 uptake of 18.5 g of CO2 per kg RCA after 24 h and 20.8 g
of CO2 per kg RCA after 72 h. To understand, why this is the
case, one has to consider the underlying physical mechanisms
of concrete carbonation. RCA embodies gravel and sand which
is surrounded and bound together with cement paste. These
cement phases, a porous structure partially saturated with water,
consist to a large degree of portlandite, C-S-H, monosulfate
type and ettringite type phases (Soler, 2007). As CO2 reaches
the surface of the particle, it is absorbed by the pore water,
which is in a liquid-solid equilibrium with the cement minerals.
The absorbed CO2 speciates to bicarbonate and carbonate ions
and triggers the precipitation of the poorly soluble salt CaCO3 .
As a result, calcium ions are removed from the solution which triggers further dissolution of the cement minerals and
release of more calcium. At some point, the cement minerals
are depleted in calcium, and the dissolution process stops. In
this initial phase, the mineralization reaction is rate limiting. As
the mineralization progresses, the CO2 has to diffuse through a

3.5.2.1. Biogas Upgrading
Today, CO2 from biogas upgraders is the only biogenic CO2
available in Switzerland in purified form and larger quantities.
Swiss biogas plants produced in 2019 roughly 1,000 GWh biogas,
and about one third was upgraded to biomethane. Assuming
that CO2 accounts for 40 mole % of the biogas, current Swiss
biogas upgraders emit about 50,000 t of biogenic CO2 per year.
Furthermore, the sector has seen an annual growth in capacity
of about 10% in the past 3 years (Stamm, 2019). Moreover, it
was estimated that the Swiss biogas upgrading sector can grow
to a maximum size of 175,000 t of CO2 per year (Teske et al.,
2019). For this reason, the projection considers an annual growth
of the sector of 10,000 tons of CO2 , starting at 50,000 t of CO2
in 2020, until the technical potential is reached. The annual
biogenic CO2 emission of biogas upgraders between 2010 and
2018 were calculated according to the methodology presented at
the beginning of this paragraph.

3.5.2.2. Waste Incineration
Swiss waste incineration generates about 4 Mt CO2 emissions
with a fossil share of roughly 50% (Gross, 2018; Swiss Federal
Council, 2021). To access the CO2 , CO2 post - combustion
capture facilities need to be installed. In such a case, the CO2
capture process would be within the system boundaries of the
value chain and thus its environmental impacts would need to
be considered; however, these can be expected to be smaller than
for DAC, since the CO2 is available at high concentrations, and
heat and electricity can be provided by the waste incineration
itself (Müller et al., 2020b). The implementation of large scale
CCS is currently hindered by the lack of CO2 storage sites.
First geologic storage sites accessible to European industries will
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FIGURE 3 | (A) The sieve curve is plotted over the particle size. (B) The CO2 uptake of different particle size fractions is plotted over the experimental time. (C) The
CO2 uptake relative to the 72 h uptake is plotted over time. Furthermore, the relative contribution of the different size fraction to the total uptake is visualized. The
orange dot indicates the current operating point in the industrial plant.

growing layer of already carbonated cement paste to find pore
water rich in calcium ions. This effect slows down the rate of
CO2 mineralization, as observed in the experimental campaign.
Thus, the rate of mineralization is limited by the diffusion of
CO2 through the carbonated layers of RCA (Thiery et al., 2013).
Within the experimental time, the CO2 uptake curve does not
flatten yet, thus indicating that CO2 mineralization continues and
the cement minerals carbonation have not reached completion.

same trend. Initially, they experience a fast CO2 uptake, which
slows down with time. Figure 3B shows that the fine material
exhibits a more rapid CO2 uptake and in addition can store more
CO2 per unit mass of the corresponding particle size within the
experimental time. There are two major reasons for this effect.
First, smaller particles have a significantly larger surface area per
unit mass. Similar to many other processes, the reaction rate is
proportional to the surface area of the particles. In case of the
larger particles, the CO2 first needs to diffuse through the pore
network to carbonate cement phases which are far away from
the surface. Second, throughout the crushing process, concrete
preferentially breaks along the phase boundaries between the
sand and aggregate and cement. Thus, the crushing process leads
to a classification of the material - where the finer fractions
tend to be rich in hydrated cement, whereas the larger fractions

4.2. Effect of Particle Size and Carbonation
Time
Moreover, the 0 to 16 mm size fraction was sieved in 8 sub
fractions and the corresponding results are shown in Figure 3B
as a function of carbonation time. All size fractions exhibit the
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tend to be rich in aggregate (Etxeberria et al., 2007). So far, it
has been shown that all particle size fractions mineralize CO2 .
In a further step, one has to understand which size fractions
contribute most to the total CO2 uptake. Depending on the
results, one can selectively utilize certain size fractions so as to
save reactor volume - or decide to address the concrete aggregate
as it leaves the crusher. To quantify the total CO2 uptake
per fraction, one can multiply the specific CO2 uptake of the
individual fraction reported in Figure 3B with the corresponding
weight of the cumulative particle size distribution (Figure 3A).
This results in Figure 3C. The black bold line corresponds to the
total CO2 uptake of the 0–16 mm size fraction as a function of
time relative to the 72 h CO2 uptake. One can see that 55% of
the relative uptake are reached after 2 h. This value increases
to 77%, respectively, 90% after 8 and 24 h. It is evident that
increasing the processing time beyond 24 h does not increase the
amount of CO2 stored significantly. Hence, one has to identify
if the reactor volume or the amount of RCA is the limiting
factor to come up with the best decision about the processing
time. The thin lines correspond to the total CO2 uptake of
each fraction. Summing up the contributions of the single size
fractions gives the thick black line. Moreover, due to their large
contribution in mass, the 4–16 mm particles contribute roughly
20% to the total CO2 uptake despite their relatively low specific
CO2 uptake.

TABLE 2 | The results of the experimental campaign at industrial scale,
conducted at ambient conditions are summarized in the table below.
Unit
Reactor loading

t RCA

19 ± 2

CO2 stored in 0 to 16 mm RCA

g CO2 per kg RCA

8.2 ± 0.4

CO2 stored in 16 to 32 mm RCA

g CO2 per kg RCA

2

CO2 discharged with exiting gas stream

% CO2

2.3 ± 0.9

CO2 discharged with RCA

% CO2

2.7

of the CO2 supply chain. Overall, the CO2 storage efficiency
sums up to 95%. The results of the single tests are listed in
Supplementary Table 9.

4.4. Material Tests
Figure 4 shows the physical properties of hardened concrete
batched at lab scale and in the industrial scale mixer. The detailed
mix designs are reported in Supplementary Table 10. At lab
scale, 40 L of concrete were batched per mix design; at industrial
scale, 1000 L of concrete were batched per mix design. The
black bar corresponds to the 28-day compressive strength read
out at the left y-axis; the orange bar to the 28-day Young’s
modulus read out at the right y-axis. All mix designs exceed
the regulatory required minimum compressive strength of 30
MPa. At lab scale, carbonation clearly increases the compressive
strength of the corresponding mix design. This trend can be
observed with mix designs using 280 and 315 kg cement per m3
of concrete. Moreover, the mix design incorporating carbonated
RCA and using the lower amount of cement exhibits superior
physical performance than the reference mix design with the
higher cement content. The Young’s modulus seems to be
affected to a lower degree. The same trends, but less marked,
could be confirmed at industrial scale. In this section, it has
been shown for specific concrete mix designs, that carbonation
can be used to store CO2 but also may reduce the cement
consumption of the investigated mix design. In other words,
carbonated RCA may replace primary aggregate in concrete mix
designs without the need of increasing the cement content. As
a result of these findings and in the scope of the LCA, the
environmental performance of two mix designs with 290 kg and
315 kg cement per m3 concrete, incorporating carbonated RCA
will be benchmarked with primary concrete batched with 290 kg
cement per m3 concrete. It is worth noting that the results of the
material test are specific to the concrete mix designs investigated
and have to be validated for every change in e.g., raw material or
grain size distribution.

4.3. Validation at Industrial Scale
So far, it has been demonstrated that the investigated process at
lab scale can fix CO2 in RCA of commercial nature in industrial
applicable processing times. The technology was scaled by 4
orders of magnitude to validate the results at industrial scale.
Key figures of the industrial operation are listed in Table 2.
The phenomenology at industrial scale was identical to the one
at lab scale. The orange dot in Figure 3B indicates the 2 h
CO2 uptake of the industrial scale test. It is on average 8.2 g
CO2 per kg RCA, which is below the value measured at lab
scale. Since the processing time is the time between the start
and stop of the injection, one reason for the lower uptake
may be that at industrial scale, part of the RCA is submerged
in CO2 for a much shorter time, thus reducing the effective
carbonation time. Moreover, the material might slightly differ
in chemical composition and humidity. Beyond that, the CO2
storage efficiency, i.e., the amount of CO2 stored over the
amount of CO2 supplied to the reactor needs to be determined
for the LCA. Throughout the industrial operation, on average
2.3% of the CO2 injected was lost, as it was mixed with air
initially and thus discharged from the reactor with the exiting
gas stream. Moreover, as the RCA is discharged, part of the
void space in-between the particles (about 40% of the reactor
volume) is filled with a CO2 rich gas. Single measurements have
shown, that the CO2 concentration in the gas phase is about
35% at the time of discharge. Assuming ambient conditions
(25◦ C and 0.95 bars for Switzerland), 236 g of CO2 per cubic
meter of RCA equivalent to additional 2.7% of the total CO2
supplied to the reactor are lost throughout discharge. This
CO2 leakage as such is CO2 -neutral, because it comes from
a biogenic source. However, it increases the climate impact
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5. RESULTS OF THE LCA
5.1. LCIA Results for 1 kg of RCA
The impacts on climate change in terms of life-cycle GHG
emissions of the four sub-processes of the negative emission
value chain, namely CO2 liquefaction, transport, evaporation and
mineralization, are illustrated in Figures 5, 6. In Figure 5, GHG
emissions are grouped in four categories for each sub-process,
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FIGURE 4 | The compressive strength of concrete of type A after 28 days (black bars, left y-axis) for the reference concrete mix designs incorporating regular RCA
and the concrete mix designs incorporating carbonated RCA is plotted for tests conducted at lab and industrial scale. Moreover, the Young’s modulus is represented
by the orange framed bars (right y-axis). The error bars represent one standard deviation. The Young’s modulus (orange bars) can be read out at the right y-axis.

this work and used to determine the values plotted in Figure 5.
The assumed reference values are listed in Table 3. In panel B, the
carbon intensity of electricity of important European countries is
also reported. Finally, panel D illustrates the effect of changing
(increasing) the CO2 uptake of RCA on the process emissions
(minor effect) and on the net negative emissions generated
(obviously a major effect). As it can be readily observed, transport
distance and infrastructure’s lifetime play a minor role when
varied within reasonable ranges (panels A and C), whereas the
carbon intensity of electricity plays a major role, with a 20%
reduction of net negative emissions when the carbon intensity of
electricity reaches levels as high as 0.6 kg CO2 -eq. per kWh (the
reference value that we use is 0.1 kg CO2 -eq. per kWh, which
refers to today’s Swiss consumption mix, including guaranties of
origin).

i.e., infrastructure, electricity demand, refrigerant needs, and
transport. The left y-axis indicates the emissions of greenhouse
gases per kilogram of RCA, the right y-axis the amount of
GHG emissions per ton of CO2 stored. The left panel shows
that the ranking of sub-processes in terms of climate impact is
CO2 liquefaction first, then transport, mineralization and finally
evaporation, with electricity demand being the dominant effect
in the case of liquefaction and evaporation, and infrastructure
(the steel used to build the relevant CO2 vessels) in the case of
transport and mineralization. The right panel shows the results
of the left panel in a cumulative way and the positive emissions
associated with the four sub-processes in total compared to the
corresponding amount of CO2 stored. This shows that the net
effect, which is given by the difference between negative and
positive emissions, is 936.2 kg CO2,eq. of net negative emissions
generated for every ton of CO2,eq. mineralized and stored, or – in
other terms – of 6.7 g CO2,eq. for every kg of RCA carbonated.
Figure 6 illustrates the sensitivity of the environmental
impacts of the three most impactful categories of GHG emissions
on key parameters, namely transport distance (Figure 6A),
carbon intensity of electricity (Figure 6B), and lifetime of
infrastructure (Figure 6C), thus reflecting the possibly different
boundary conditions of each specific implementation of
mineralization of CO2 in RCA. Each effect is expressed in terms
both of carbon removal efficiency, i.e., the net amount of CO2
removed from the atmosphere compared to the total amount of
CO2 stored (left axis) and of net negative emissions (g CO2 -eq.
per kg RCA carbonated, right axis). Along each curve, a black dot
indicates the values representing the reference case considered in
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5.2. LCIA Results for 1 m3 of Concrete
Figure 7 illustrates the GWP of the four different concrete
types—which fulfill the same service. The cement is responsible
for over 90% of the GHG emission of the corresponding concrete
mix design, followed by the primary aggregate and the concrete
factory. CO2 mineralized recycling concrete stores around 6
kg of CO2 -eq. per m3 of concrete. Thus, CO2 mineralized
recycling concrete with an unimproved mix design representing
the environmental worst case (C-RC(WC)) emits about 6 kg
CO2 -eq. less per m3 of concrete than conventional recycling
concrete, since the emissions of the negative emission value
chain are—in comparison—negligible. However, cement is the
main contributor to overall GHG emissions of all concrete types
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FIGURE 5 | (Left) The GWP of the sub-processes of the negative emission value chain are visualized along four main process categories. (Right) The cumulative
GHG emission of the value chain, including the negative emissions of the mineralization plant.

FIGURE 6 | Sensitivity analysis of different parameters of the LCA regarding impacts on climate change for the RCA. The left axis shows the carbon removal efficiency,
i.e., the net amount of CO2 removed from the atmosphere compared to the total amount of CO2 stored. And the right axis indicates the net negative emissions per kg
of RCA. The black dot illustrates the reference values. The blue lines in (A–C) indicate the carbon removal efficiency and the CO2 removed per kg RCA as a function of
the investigated parameter. In (D), the blue line indicates the carbon removal efficiency, while the red line indicates the amount of CO2 removed per kg RCA.

it can be assumed that the cement content of CO2 mineralized
concrete can be reduced to 290 kg/m3 and that such an optimized
concrete mix design (C-RC(BC)) still complies with the same
standards. Such C-RC(BC) exhibits the lowest carbon footprint
and causes emissions of around 9 kg CO2 -eq./m3 of concrete less

and for the CO2 mineralized concrete with an unimproved mix
design a cement demand of 315 kg/m3 was assumed to fulfill
the strength requirements. Consequently, it has a higher CO2
footprint than virgin concrete, which requires only 290 kg of
cement/m3 . However, based on the tests illustrated in Figure 4,
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than virgin concrete and as much as 21 kg CO2 -eq./m3 less than
conventional recycling concrete. As shown in Figure 8, regarding
other life cycle impact assessment indicators such as particulate
matter, land and water use, resource use of minerals and metals
and ozone depletion, virgin concrete performs worst most of the
time and causes the highest burdens. This is due to the higher
consumption of the primary aggregates sand and gravel, the
extraction of which causes substantial environmental burdens—
especially, land, water, and resource use are affected. Differences
among the other three concrete mix designs regarding the results
for these impact categories are minor.

TABLE 3 | Reference values of the performed LCA.
Reference values

Transport distance CO2

km

10

Carbon intensity electricity

kg CO2 -eq./kWh

0.1 (CH)

Lifetime of infrastructure

a

20

CO2 uptake per kg of RCA

g CO2 -eq./kg

7.2

net negative emissions per kg of RCA

g CO2 -eq./kg

6.7

the value chain already today. In this section, we want to
discuss potential short-term improvements of the value chain
(perspective 2025) and the role of the system in the perspective
of the Swiss climate targets (perspective 2050). Moreover, the
regional implementation of the value chain (regional perspective)
and the deployment of the technology beyond the Swiss national
borders (global perspective) will be discussed.

5.3. Projection of Negative Emission
Potential in Demolition Concrete
The orange line in Figure 9, read out at the left axis, shows the
projection of the amounts of Swiss demolition concrete until
2050. At the same time, this line represents the theoretical storage
potential read out at the right y-axis. One can see that the
amount of demolition concrete remains constant at 5 Mt of
demolition concrete per year until 2025, while it will experience
a rapid eight-fold growth between 2025 and 2050. The data
was cross-validated. Several studies of the federal Swiss office
of environment estimate the annual amounts of demolition
concrete between 1998 and 2018 to lie in the range from 3 to 9
Mt concrete per year (Haag, 2008; Rubli, 2016; Schneider, 2016).
Similar estimates can be found elsewhere (Hoffmann and Jacobs,
2007).
The theoretical sink capacity corresponds to the calcination
related emission of the cement, which is embodied in the
demolished concrete. This maximum potential is today in the
range of 300,000 tons of CO2 -eq. per year. This value sees a rapid
increase in the upcoming 30 years, reaching an annual theoretical
sink capacity of approximately 2.4 Mt of CO2 -eq. in 2050. This
theoretical sink capacity is technology independent and tells, how
much CO2 can be removed from a thermodynamic point of view,
assuming that the corresponding technologies do not have any
associated emissions.
The technological sink capacity tells, how much CO2 can
be permanently removed from the atmosphere in case all
demolition concrete is carbonated by the presented technology.
In addition, it also considers the GHG emissions associated with
the operation of the negative emission value chain—which reduce
the potential by 6.4%. This translates into a CO2 removal capacity
of about 35,000 t CO2 -eq. in 2020, which is represented by
the black line in Figure 9. Moreover, carbonation experiments
revealed, that the specific CO2 uptake of RCA can potentially
be doubled by increasing the processing time from 2 to 24
h (Figure 3), while the CO2 emissions of the value chain are
reduced. Thus, this effect is taken into consideration from 2025
onwards, which results in the kink on the black curve of Figure 9.

6.1. Perspective 2025
The presented negative emission value chain was demonstrated
for the first time at industrial scale in summer 2020. Thus, the
operational environment, namely the upstream and downstream
processes are not yet optimized for CO2 storage. In addition, the
experience in incorporating carbonated RCA into fresh concrete
is still limited. As the technology is increasingly deployed,
ancillary processes as well as the technology itself will undergo
a steep learning curve.
Advancement in upstream processes and the mineralization
technology
In the foreseeable future, a higher level of system integration
can be achieved. This is reflected by the fact that the technology
may be integrated in existing silo infrastructure which will
increase the residence time to 24 h and more. Doing so
will double the technologically exploitable storage capacity in
concrete aggregate to about 80,000 t of CO2 -eq. per year in 2025.
Smaller particles—bigger CO2 uptake?
It seems evident (Figure 3) that finely ground RCA yields
the highest CO2 uptake in the given processing time. This is
mainly due to the fact that the diffusion distances decrease
with decreasing particle size. In theory, the theoretical CO2
uptake potential of 50% of the calcination related emissions
(Leemann and Hunkeler, 2016) can be reached within hours—
which would result in an uptake of about 30 g CO2 per kg of
RCA. However, one has to keep in mind that today, demolition
concrete is crushed to serve as sand and aggregate substitute
in concrete and other applications. If the material is ground to
micrometer size, it cannot fulfill the same service any longer.
While a reduction in maximum particle size in the sieve curve
down to 4 mm still may be reasonable in order to reuse the
RCA as sand, grinding it to powder transforms the RCA into a
material which needs to be landfilled. Hence, when maximizing
the CO2 uptake, both upstream and downstream implications
such as additional processing of the material or the generation
of waste have to be added to the system boundary to come up
with a qualified decision.
Advancement in concrete mix designs

6. DISCUSSION
So far, we have demonstrated the technological elements of
the value chain at industrial scale. In addition, the LCA has
shown, that negative emissions are generated by operating
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FIGURE 7 | GWP of 1 m3 of concrete. The dots indicate the absolute GWP of the concrete taking into account the amount of CO2 stored. C-RC(BC), carbonated
recycling concrete (best-case); VC, virgin concrete; C-RC (WC), carbonated recycling concrete (worst-case); RC, conventional recycling concrete.

Since current demolition concrete recovery rates are in the range
of 85% (Gauch et al., 2016), this target seems to be reachable.
To build a carbon sink of the required scale, the integration
of the technology into concrete recycling processes needs to
start today. Moreover, the CO2 supply chains need to be scaled
correspondingly. In particular, the biogas upgrading will reach its
limits in supplying sufficient amounts of biogenic CO2 between
2025 and 2030 as it is illustrated by the cross over of the green
and the black line in Figure 9. For this reason, it is critical that
waste incinerators are retrofitted with CO2 capture units in the
upcoming 5–10 years. Moreover, it is key that biomass wastes or
residues are utilized as the biogenic carbon source, since they can
be considered as free of environmental burdens.

With evolution and dissemination of more know-how about
carbonated RCA, the environmental and physical optimization
of concrete mix designs may turn into state of the art by 2025.
Ideally, carbonated RCA can replace primary aggregate without
compromising the functional performance of the concrete mix
design. This will enable a future where concrete mix designs made
with carbonated RCA have similar clinker contents as concrete
made from primary aggregate. In the case study of this paper,
this advancement would avoid another 15 kg CO2 -eq. emissions
per cubic meter of concrete compared to conventional recycling
concrete. As a result, the recycling concrete mix design would
exhibit a better GHG emission balance than primary concrete.

6.2. Perspective 2050

6.3. Regional Perspective

The Swiss climate policy target is to reduce net GHG emissions
within the Swiss national borders (including international
aviation and shipping) from 52.1 Mt CO2 -eq. in 2018 to netzero in 2050. This target should be achieved by a combination
of classical emission avoidance, CO2 capture and storage and
negative emissions. The Swiss Federal Office of the Environment
estimates that 6.8 Mt of negative CO2 -eq. emissions will be
required in 2050. About 2 Mt of these negative emissions should
be generated within the Swiss national borders (Swiss Federal
Council, 2021). In comparison to the target sink capacity, the 40
Mt of demolition concrete available in 2050 have a theoretical
sink capacity of 2.4 Mt of CO2 -eq.. The part of the sink
capacity, which can be technically exploited with the presented
technology is about 0.56 Mt of CO2 -eq. per year - and thus
can provide about 30% of the required domestic sink capacity.
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Every urban area in Switzerland usually has biogenic CO2
emitters, e.g., waste water treatment plants or waste incinerators,
as well as concrete demolition and a number of concrete recycling
facilities as integral part of their industry. Matching supply
and demand on a regional level keeps transport distances short
and generates regional economic growth, since a new sector is
established. Typical biogas upgrading operations generate 1,000–
10,000 tons of biogenic CO2 , while concrete recycling plants can
use and store 350–2,000 tons of CO2 per year. The small scale
comes at the benefit of smaller capital costs per installation and
the compatibility with existing infrastructure. Furthermore, we
could show that the demand for biogenic CO2 matches well with
the amounts which could be supplied by biogas upgraders until
2030 (Figure 9). From 2030 on, part of the waste incinerator’s
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FIGURE 8 | Environmental performance of the four concrete types in other impact categories than GWP per m3 of concrete using the EF 3.0 Method (adapted) V1.00.

many countries, e.g., European countries, the US, Canada, Japan
and South Korea, are expected to exhibit similar characteristics
to those presented in this work for Switzerland. This is due to the
expected large amounts of demolition waste due to aging built
stock. It has been shown that the electricity mix is most sensitive
in determining the environmental performance of the process.
Even for carbon intensive electricity, such as in Germany, the
presented value chain has a carbon removal efficiency exceeding
75%. Hence, the presented value chain enables them to activate
concrete as one of their carbon sinks. In 2050, the globally
available theoretical sink capacity in concrete will reach 500
Mt of CO2 -eq. per year (Boden et al., 2008). This study tries
to anticipate the key developments of the presented negative
emission value chain within the upcoming 30 years. On the
large scale, this is challenging, since the industrial environment is

CO2 emissions can be fixed in demolition concrete. Moreover,
point source CCS was developed for large scale centralized
operations, in order to decarbonize cement manufacturing and
waste incineration. To enable its operation, the whole value
chain needs to be scaled up to the size of megatonnes per year.
However, the key elements of the CCS value chain, namely the
CO2 capture, liquefaction and transport are also an integral part
of the presented negative emission value chain. These synergies
will accelerate the large scale deployment of CCS.

6.4. Global Perspective
In the scope of this work, the environmental performance
of a negative emission value chain in the Swiss industrial
environment was evaluated. However, similar industrial clusters
can be found all around the world. Moreover, sink capacities of
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per kg RCA can be considered as net negative emissions. The
remaining 0.5 g CO2 stored per kg RCA compensate for the
emissions related to the process, i.e., materials and energy.
The value chain is most sensitive toward the carbon intensity
of the electricity mix used for liquefaction and evaporation
of CO2 and other processes. However, even carbon intensive
electricity mixes like in Germany allow to operate the value
chain at a carbon removal efficiency exceeding 75%. Since
carbonated RCA can provide the same service as regular RCA, an
integration of CO2 mineralization in current concrete recycling
processes is an effective climate change mitigation measure. The
presented negative emission value chain does not cause major
environmental burdens. Other environmental impact categories
beside impacts on climate change such as particulate matter
formation and land use are more sensitive to the use of primary
and recycling materials as well as cement than to the negative
emissions value chain. The demonstrated negative emission
value chain could currently generate annually about 35,000
tons of negative CO2 emission in 5 Mt of demolition concrete
within the Swiss national borders, the amounts being limited
by the rate of concrete demolition. The technical potential for
negative emissions will evolve due to advancements along the
value chain to 80,000 t CO2 -eq. removed per year in 2025.
Until 2030, the required biogenic CO2 can be supplied from
biogas upgraders. Afterwards, more and more CO2 needs to be
sourced from waste incineration or DAC for full exploitation
of the CO2 removal potential via carbonating RCA. Ultimately,
the growing amounts of demolition concrete to be expected
will allow to store about 560,000 t CO2 -eq. in 35 Mt Swiss
demolition concrete in 2050, accounting for about 30% of
the targeted sink capacity within the Swiss national borders
by the Swiss federal office of environment to achieve overall
climate neutrality.

FIGURE 9 | The projected theoretical amount of CO2 that can be permanently
removed from the atmosphere is plotted over time (orange curve).
Furthermore, evolution of the technological exploitable CO2 sink capacity in
demolition concrete (black) and the amount of biogenic CO2 available from
biogas (green) upgrading can be read out at the y-axis as a function of time
(Boden et al., 2008).

facing a rapid transformation, which will impact the operational
environment of the value chain. This work is supposed to
represent the basis for future evaluations at the overall system
level, which will consider interdependencies on the market
and within the construction sector. Moreover, as the market
penetration increases, re-assessments of the negative emission
technology are of critical importance in order to understand
systemic changes and to consider further impacts of upscaling
the technology.
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in the article/Supplementary Material, further inquiries can be
directed to the corresponding author.

In the scope of demonstrating a CO2 mineralization plant
at industrial scale, a CO2 uptake of 7.2 g CO2 per kg
RCA was measured. Concrete material tests confirmed, that
carbonated RCA fulfills at least the same service as regular
RCA. In addition, lab scale carbonation experiments with a
grain size of 0–16 mm RCA revealed that 50% of the CO2
is stored in the 0 to 1 mm particles, which account only
for 25% of the mass (Figure 3). Furthermore, this study also
revealed that extending the processing time from the current
2 h to more than 24 h can roughly double the amount of
CO2 stored.
In addition, the LCA has demonstrated that carbonating
recycled concrete aggregates using biogenic CO2 represents
an efficient permanent carbon sink to remove CO2 from
the atmosphere. The carbon removal efficiency (de Jonge
et al., 2019), i.e., the net amount of CO2 removed from the
atmosphere compared to the total amount of CO2 stored, of
the presented negative emission value chain is about 93.6% in
Switzerland. Thus 6.7 g CO2 -eq. out of the 7.2 g CO2 stored
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